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Let (A) be the characterization of dimension as follows: Ind X < n if and only if X has a 
u-closure-preserving base W such that Ind B(W) G n - 1 for every WE X The validity of (A) is 
proved for spaceo X such that 
(i) X is a parixompact o-metric space with a scale {Xi) such that each Xi has a uniformly 
approaching anti-cover, or 
(ii) X is a subspace of the product n Xi of countably many L-spaces X, the notion of which is 
due to K. Nagami. 
(i) and (ii) are the partial answers to Nagata’s problem whether (A) holds or not for every 
&-space X 
AMS Subj. Class.: 54F45 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff topological spaces and maps to 
be continuous. N :&lways denotes the positive integers. J Vaughan in [9] charac- 
terized dimension of a metric space X as follows: 
(4 Ind X s n if and only if X has a a-closure-preserving base ‘W such that 
IndB(W)sn-1 for every WE ‘EK 
J. Nagata in [7] intrdaduced the spaces called paracomplexes which lie between metric 
and &spaces in the sense of [2], and proved that (A) holds for every paracomplex 
X. He proposed the problem whether (A) holds or not for every &space X, [7, 
Problem 23. It is known, as stated on p. 207 in 173, that (A) does not hold in general 
for paracompact a=Imetric spaces in the sense of K. Nagami, [4]. Recently, K. Nagami 
established the notion of anti-covers which are (uniformly) approaching and that of 
L-spaces, [S]. The purpose of this paper is to prove the validity of (A) for a 
paracompact r-metric space X with a scale {Xi} such that each Xi has a uniformly 
approaching anti-cover and for a space X which is embedded into the product space 
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of countably many L-spaces. A paracompact o-metric space with such a scale is 
shown to be M1, but not the converse. Every paracompact a-metric space need not 
have such a scale. There exists a paracompact a-metric space with such a scale, which 
is not LaSnev. 
2. Paracompact a-met& spaces and L-spaces 
D&&ion 1 (K. Nagami [4]). A space X is called a a-metric space if it is the union of 
countably many closed met&able subspaces. If X = uzl Xi with each Xi closed 
met&able, then {Xi} is called a scale for X 
Definition 2 (K. Nagami [S]). Let F be a closed set of a space X. An open cover % of 
X -F is said to be an anti-cover of F. An anti-cover % of F is said to be approaching 
if for every open set U with F c U, S(X - V, Q4) n F = 0. A paracompact a-metric 
space such that each closed set has an approaching anti-cover iscalled an L-space. An 
anti-cover % of F is said to be uniformly approaching if for every open set U of X, 
S(X-U,%)nUnF=0. 
As shown in [S, Theorem 1.43, every La&rev space, that is, a closed image of a 
metric space, is an L-space and every L-space is Ml, but both the converses do not 
hold. Every closed subset of a metric space has a uniformly approaching anti-cover, 
[5, Remark 4.53. 
Lemma 1. Let 9 be the collection of all Ml-spaces satisfying the following: If 
Ind X G n, then there exists a closed map f of a normal space Z with Ind Z = 0 onto X 
such that 
0 i every closed subspace 20 0fZhasa a-closure-preserving base consisting of 
&pen (closed and open) sets of 20, and 
(ii) ord fsn+l, that is, If-‘(p)l<n+l for every point p&X. 
Zf X E 9, then Xsatisfies (A). 
Proof. Since X is an Ml-space, the if part of (A) follows from f7, Lemma 71. To see 
the only if part of (A), suppose Ind X G n. Let f be a closed map of a normal space 2 
with Ind 2 = 0 onto X such that (i) aktd (ii) are satisfied. Since f is perfect, by [ 1, 
Lemma 3.23 there exists a closed subspace Z. c 2 such that g = f 120 : 20 + X is an 
irreducible’ and onto map. By (i) thkre exists a a-closure-preserving base % = 
fl_r %i for 20 consisting of clopen s&s, where we can assume without loss of 
generality that ‘& c Q& #+I and %i is closed under all finite unions and closure- 
preserving in 2.0. Put 
Ti={V(W)=X-g(ZO-U’)I: tJE%i],, s”Qgr,. 
’ A continuous urjection f : X + Y is called a1E ireducible map if f (A) # Y for each proper closed set A 
ofx 
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Since g is closed and irreducible, by [ 1, Lemma 31 each v, is closure-preserving open 
collection of X It is easily seen that y form a base for X It remains to prove that 
IndB(V(U))sn- 1 for every U E %. Put T = g-‘B( V( U))) A (&- U). Obviously 
T is a normal space with Ind T = 0 if T is nonempty. If we set h = g 1 T, then h is 
closed map of T onto B(V(U)). Ih-l(p)1 G n for each p E B( V(U)) follows from 
B(V)) c g(U) - V(U). Therefore by [6, Corollary 22-121 Ind B( V( U)) s n - 1. 
Thus (A) is proved. 
Remark. Every La&tev space satisfies (A). 
If Y is a La&rev space with Ind Y G n, then as shown in [3, Theorem 4) there exists 
a closed map f of a normal space X0 with Ind X0 = 0 onto Y such that ord f~ n + 1. 
By the similar argument to the below Theorem 2, X0 is shown to have the property (i) 
of Lemma 1. Thus Y satisfies (A), But this proposition isgeneralized tomore general 
spaces in Theorem 2. 
Lemma 2. Let X0, Yo be closed sets of X, Y, respectively. Let W, v be uniformly 
approaching anti-covers of X0, Yo, respectively. Let Z be a closed set of X x Y and 
20 = (X0 x Yo) A 2. Then for every pair of open sets P, Q of X, Y, respectively, 
s(z-PxQ, wxv1z)n(PxQ)nZo=@. 
A scale {Xi) is said to be monotone if Xi c Xi+1 for every i. It is easily seen that X 
has a scale {Xi} such that each Xi has a uniformly approaching anti-cover ifand only if 
X has a monotone scale with such property. Therefore in the below argument we use 
the term scale without distinction of a usual scale and a monotone scale. 
To show the next lemma, we must review K. Nagami’s argument [4]. Let X be a 
paracompact -metric space with Ind X s n and with a scale {Xi} and let (X, p) be a 
replica of X. There exists a closed map g of a zero-dimensional metric space Y onto 
X such that ord g G n + 1. Construct 2 as follows: 
2 = {(x, y) E x x Y: P(X) = g(y)j+ 
Let f, CT be the projections of 2 onto X, Y, respectively. Then 2 is a paracompact 
c+metric space with Ind 2 = 0 and with a replica ( Y, a). f is a closed map of 2 onto X 
SU& that ord f G n + 1. The scale of 2 is {Zi = f-‘(Xi): i E N} such that a(Zi) is a 
closed subspace of Y which is homeomorphic toZi. 
Lemma 3. Let X be a paracompact a-metric space with a scale (Xi) such that each Xi 
has a uniformly approaching anti-cover. Then X E 9. 
Proof. We assume lnd X G n, and let Y, 2, f, a, {Zi} be the same as in the above 
review. First, we show that every closed subspace 2’ c 2 has a a-closure%-preserving 
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base consisting of clopen sets of 2’. Let m EN be fixed. Let 
(w={W,:ar~A}, v={v~:@d3} 
e 
be uniformly approaching anti-covers of Xm, a(&) in X, Y, respectively. Since each 
of X -Xm, Y -a(&) is paracompact, we can assume that W, o%r a e locally finite in 
X -Xmr Y - a(&), respectively. There”~exist relatively closed covers , 
9={Fa: a EA}, Z={H@:/~EB} 
of the subspaces X -X,, Y - a(&), respectively, such that 
F, = War 43-5 
foreveryaEAand/3EBJhen9%%~Z’isacoverof 
6 Z~=(X-X,)x(Y-a(Z,))nZ’. 
Sine Ind Z = 0 and thus Ind 20 = 0 if 20 is nonempty, there exists for every a E A, 
#? EB a &pen set Ooe such that 
F,xHgnZ’c:Oa8~ WaxVgnZ’. 
Observe by Lemma 2 and by 6 = {O,,} c W x V 1 ZO that for every pair of open sets 
p, Q of X, Y, respectively, 
S(Z’-PxQ,6)n(PxQ)nZ’nZm=0. 
SinceZ& = 2’ n Z, is a zero-dimensional metric space, there xists a o-locally finite 
collection 4&m =uml smj of 2’ such that 
(i) &j is a locally finite open collection of Z’, 
(ii) %m IZ& is a base for the subspace Z,, consisting of clopen sets of Zk. 
For every U E %m there exists a clopen set V(U) of 2’ such that 
V(U)nZk = UC& c V(U)c u 
because Ind 2’ = 0 and V(U) n& is closed. For every U E qmz, let A(U) be the 
collection of all subsets S of A x 1% such that 
.~=[~V(U)nZ:,)uU{OpB:(LYIB)ES}]nV(U) 
is an open set in 2’. Put 
v(U)=(Vs: SEA(U)), Tl?pq{~U): UE %pnj}, 
“y;, = u #mj: j E N}, v=i_j\vm: meN}. 
Cbim 1. Every ov;ni isclosure-preservi ng n 2’. 
To see this, it stices to show that each V(U) is closure-preserving  2’ since 
Va c V(U) for every 6 E A(U) and {V(U): U E km)} is locally fkite in 2’. Let AO be 
any subset of A(U) and suppose pE U {V&z 6E do). Observe that 
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iJ(0,8nV(U)}n.Z+ V(U)nZ&. 
If /?EZk, then PE UnZk and PE v’ for every S EAT. If p E%‘--Z& which 
coincides with 21 from the construction of Zk and Z, then p E & for some 8 E A0 
because {Oas n V(U): (ct, fl) E S E do) is locally finite in 21. 
cw?2 2. V is a clopen collection. 
Since OQB is clopen in 2’ - Z&, V(U) is clopen in 2’ and 0 is locally finite in 
Z-Z&, B( Vs) = 0 for every S. 
CIaim 3. v is a base for 2’. 
Suppose (x, y)~ G for an open set G of 2’. There exist open sets P, 0 of X, Y, 
respectively, such that 
(x,y)EPxQnZ’cG. 
Since 2’ = U Z’,,,, (x, y) E Zk for some m E N. Since {V(U) n 2; : U E %,} is a base 
for the subspace Zk, 
(x,y)~V(U)nZk CPxQnZk 
for some U E 4!lm. Since W, v are uniformly approaching and 0 C sP X “cr, there exists 
6 E A(U) such that 
(x,y)EV&PxQnV(U)cG. 
Thus, v is shown to be a g-closure-preserving base for 2’ consisting of clopen sets. 
Finally we shall show that every paracompal:- a metric space X with a scale {Xj} 
such that each Xi has a uniformly approaching anti-cover is M1. Let (2, p) be a 
replica of X As is well-known, there exisfs a perfect map g of a zero-dimensional 
metric space Y onto X. By the similar argument, X is shown to be a perfect 
irreducible image of an A&spacc 1 and therefore by [l, Theorem 3.41, 2 is an 
Ml-space. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1. If Xis a paracompact c-metric space with a scale (Xi) such that each Xi 
has a uniformly approaching anti-cover, thw 2’ satisfies (A). 
Proof. Obvious from Lemmas 1 and 3. 
Theorem 2. Let X be a subspace of a product space nz, Xi of countably many 
L-spaces Xi. l%en X satisfies (A). 
Proof. Suppose Ind X < n. For each i E N, let pi be the projection onto Xi. Let m E N 
be fixed for a while. For each i 6 m, let 9i = UTzl 9ij be a a-locally finite closed 
network for Xi, where each 9ij is locally finite in Xi and @ii c @i,j+l for every j E N. 
Since by [S, Theorem 1.71 every Xi is an Ml-space, X is paracompact. Therefore we 
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can expand the locally finite closed collection 
w 1X l **XFmX n Xi)nX:F~E~~m,**.,FmE~mm} pm 
to an open collection {O'(Fl, . . . , Fm): Fl E Slm,. . . , Fm E Smm} with 
@‘I x l **XFmX n Xi)nXcO’(Fl,...,Fm) 
i>m 
for every Fi E Slm, . . . , Fm E Smm such that if x E X, then there exists a neighbor- 
hood of x which meets O’(F1, . . . 9 Fm) for at most finitely many different 
(F 1,. . . , Fm)E n;“l, S&e Since Ind X G II, there exists for each (Fl, . . . , &) E 
n,“l, Si,,, an open set O(F1,. . . , Fm) of X such that 
(FlX***XFmX n Xi)nXcO(F~,...,Fm)cO’(F~,...,Fm), 
j>m 
Ind B(O(Fl, . . ..Fm))sn-l. 
For every i G m, let Q& = { Ub : a E A(Fi)} be an approaching anti-cover of Fi E S& in 
Xl, which is assumed to be locally finite in the subspace Xi - fi. Let (Fcp : a E A(&)} be 
a relatively closed cover of the subspace Xi -Fi such that Fia C= vi, for every 
a E A(Fi). Let {Ph: a E A(Fi)} be an open collection of X such that 
Xnpr’(Fh)C Pia cXnp?(VL), Ind B(x-pil(&&a) s n - 1 
for every cu E A(fi). Let A(&) be the collection of all subsets 6i of A(8) such that 
PI(SI)=(Xnp~‘(l$))uU{Qa: a E&} 
in an open neighborhood ofX npr’ (Fi) in X Put 
WL . . ..Fm)={W~.AEA(Fl)X* l l XA(Fm)}, 
for A = (61, . . . , &,J E A(Fl) X l 8 l X A(Fm). Then W(F1, . . . , Fm) is shown to h&ve the 
following proper&s: 
claim 1. W(F19 . . . , Fm) is closure-preserving  X. 
To show this, we show by induction k = 1, . . . , m the following proposition 
(C,): W={il,. . .,i&={l,. . .,m}, then 
Pil(&a)n l l ‘ nPi,,(&JnO(Fl,. p ,Fm): (ail, l l 9 9 &)EA(:&)xa l exA(&)I 
is closure-preserving  X. Consider the case k = 1. Without loss of generality, let 
I ={l}. Let A0 be an arbitrary subset of A(F1). Suppose pti Pl(S1) n O(Fl, l e l 9 Fm) 
for every St E Ao. Then we shall show that 
p&UP&) n O(F1,. . . , Fm): St GJ 
It suffices to consider the case when p E X npl’ (Fl) --nysl pi’ (fi), because {PI* n 
a-6, . . . , Fm): a E II( is locally finite in the subspace X - yr’ (Fl). If p belongs 
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to the set, then 
P& PI(&) n Wi, . . . 9 FL,) 
implies p@ O(FI, . . . , Fm). Therefore xists an open neighborhood O(p) of p such 
- that O(p)n O(FI, . . . , Fm) = 0, and necessarily 
Thus we have (Cl). Assumes (C& with k ~2. Let I c {1, . . . 9 m) with III= k. 
Without loss of generality assume I = (1, . . . , k}. Let A0 be an arbitrary subset of 
A(F&* l 8 x A(Fk). Suppose 
for every (61,. . . , &) E do. It suffices to consider the case when 
(P la1 n ~*~nPkp~nO(F~,...,Fm):(~~,...,~~)~A(Fr)x***xA(F~)) 
is locally finite in X - Uf= 1 pfl (Fi). In this case for some i s k, 
p E (pT’k)- 6 pT1 (4)) n Wi, . . . , &h 
i=l 
Since 
pe Jwh) n l -~P&)~O(FI,...,F,) 
implies 
pg Jwl) A . l l ,q Pi-1(&1) A Picl(&+i) A l l l nPk@k) n W’I, - . ‘9 Ed- 
By the induction assumption, there exists an open neighborhood O(p) of p such that 
O(p) n [U PWI) n. . 9 n Pi-1(&-*) A pi+l(Si+l) n l l ’ 
nPk(&) n O(Fl, . l 9 , Fn;): @I, . .a 3 &cl E do)] = 0, 
which implies 
This completes the proof of (Ck). Thus (C,) is *established. 
Claim2. IndB(WA)&n-land W,cO(FI,...,F~)foreveryhEA(F~) x*&*X 
M%). 
To see this, take h = (&, . . . ,a,) E A(Fl) x . . . x A(&). Then it follows that 
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fori=l,..., m. By the locally finite sum theorem, we have Ind B( Wh) G n - 1 for 
every A. 
Clcrim 3. If VI, . . . , Urn are open in Xl, . . . , X, respectively, such that 
Fi = Ul, . . ..F~.,c&,,, 
then there exists h E d(Fl) X. l l x d(Fm) such that 
This follows from the fact that each qi is an approaching anti-cover of E for every 
i=l ,...,m,andthat 
(pia: a EA(Fi)}C(Xnpf’(U&): cu EA(Fi)) 
for every i. Put 
4y,=U{Wfi, . . ..Fm).F~E~*m,...,FmE~mm}, 
Then Wm is a closure-preserving open collection of X because %V(Fl, . . . , Fm) is 
closure-preserving by Claim 1, WA c O(Fl, . . . , Fm) as seen in Claim 2 because of 
the property of {O(Fl, . . . , Fm): FI E Slm,. . . , Fm E @mm). Put 
W=U{Wm: m E N}. 
To see that W is a base for X, let g = (xl, x2, . . .) E G for an open set G of X. Then 
l **XumX n nXcG 
j>m 
for some open sets Ul, . . . , Um Of Xl,. . . , Xm, respectively. Since each pi is a 
network for Xi, there exist k E N and I;I: E & such that xi E Fi c U,. By Claim 3 in 
either case m >k or m G k we have p E WA c G for some A. Hence W is a 
o-closure-preserving base for X such that Ind B(W) s n - 1 for every W E W. This 
completes the proof of the only if part of (A). The above argument also shows that if 
XC nX;: with each Xi an L-space, then X is an Ml-space, and thus the if part of (A) 
follows from [7; Lemma 71. 
Definition 3. Let X be a g-metric space with a scale {Xi}. Then (xi} is said to be a 
special scde for X if for every i there [$x&s Xi satisfying the following; 
(1) X=XiUXf, . 
(2) there exists an anti-cover of Xi lwhich is uniformly approaching toXi in the 
subspace Xi, and 
(3) if U nX, U nXS are open in the subspace Xi, Xi, respectively, then U is 
open in X 
It is noted by a routine check that a 0 -metric space X has a special scale if and only 
if X has a special and monotone scale,. Obviously every a-metric space with a scale 
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{Xi} such that each Xi has a uniformly approaching anti-cover has a special scale {Xi}. 
By the slight modification of the proof of Lemma 3 we have the following remark. 
Remark. (i) Every paracompact a-metric space X with a special scale is always MI. 
(ii) Every paracompact u-metric space with a special scale satisfies (A). 
Lemma 4. Let F, G be a disjoint pair of closed sets of X and Han open set such that 
G c H and I? n F = 8. Let W be a uniformly approaching anti-cover of F in the 
subspace X - G. Then v = (H) v W is a uniformly approaching anti-cover of F in X. 
Proof. Let U be an open set of X such that U A F # 0. Since V = U n (X - G) is an 
open set of X - G, 
S(X-G-V, v~~-~nFn V=$. 
Then we have 
S(X-U, “yl)n(UnF)=0. 
because 
S(X-U, V)&uS(X-G- V, W)=I;iuS(X-G- V, W)x-G 
Theorem 3. Let X, Y be metric spaces and f a map of a closed set H of X into Y. 17hen 
the adjunction space 2 = X vf Y is a paracompact c-metric space with a special scale. 
Proof. Let p :X u Y + 2 be the quotient map and let px = p 1 X It is obvious that 
p(Y) is a closed metrizable subspace of 2. Let W be a uniformly approaching 
anti-cover of H in X Obviously p(W) is an open cover of 2 -P(Y). To see that 
p( W’) is uniformly approaching inp(X), let U be an open set of p(A). Since p;;’ (U) 
is open in X, 
S(X-p;;‘(U), OxnHnpil(U)=O, 
that is, 
S(X-p;;‘(U), W)xnf'(U)=O. 
Put 
v=p;‘(u)-S(X-p;‘(U), wlxa 
Then V is open in X such that V c ~2;’ (U) and V I,-& = f ‘( U). Therefore p(V) is 
an open set in p(X) such that 
S(p(X)-U,p(SV?)np(V)=0. 
This implies 
S(P(X)- u PWN P’X’,UnP(Y)=O. 
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WriteH=n;_, Gn, where each Gn is an open set of X and G:+r c Gn for every 
n e N. p(X - Gn) has a uniformly approaching anti-cover in the subspace 2 -p(Y). 
P(G,+~) up(Y) is an open set of 2 such that 
p(G,,+d u/W): np(X - Gn) = 0. 
Therefore by Lemma 4, p(X - GJ has a uniformly approaching anti-cover in 2. Put 
z,=pW), z =pWL 
&=pW-G-l), ZL=Z ifna2. 
Then {&} is a special scale for 2. 
3. -Examples 
As shown in the preceding argument, every paracompact a-metric space with a 
scale {Xi} such that each Xi has a uniformly approaching anti-cover is Ml, but the 
converse is not true, 
Example 1 (S. San-ou [8, Example 4.11). A paracompact cr-metric Ml-space with no 
scale {Xi} such that each Xi has a uniformly approaching anti-cover. 
For each n EN, let Q,, be the rationals with the usual topology. Let X be the 
subspace of the box product O,C& consisting of all x = (x,,)E q ,O, such that 
{n EN: x, # 0) is finite. Let p = (0,O , . . .). As shown in [8, Example 4.i], X is an 
A&space and is easily seen to be a paracompact o-metric space. Thus we shall show 
that X does not have such a scale. The proof is nothing but the repetition of the 
argument due to S. San-ou, but for the completeness-we describe it. Let (xi} be an 
arbitrary scale for X. Then p E X, for some m E N. Then pg Int Xm, otherwise 
where Vi = (-ei, ei) A Qj with ei > 0 for each j. Since X, is metrizable, nVj n X is 
metrizable, but this is a contradiction. Let X-X, =(x(n): n EN), where x(n) = 
(xk(n))kEx. Let W be an arbitrary an&cover of X,. For each n EN, choose a 
sequence ( k (n )) keN of positive numbers and I& E w such that 
if IXn (4 # 0. 
is an open neighborhood of p. For thiis V, we can show that if U is my qcn 
neighborhood of p, then S(X - V, W n u # 0, and this means that # 1s not 
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uniformly approaching. Since pe Int Xn, there exists x(n) E U A V-X,. x,(n) is 
easily seen to be equal to 0. Choose a rational number such that ie, (n) c r c e,(n). 
Put zn =I gnd zk=xk(n) if A= n. Then we have W c W, # 0 and z = (z,JkEN E 
w,-K 
The above example is not an L-space [5, Example 2.21. 
Example 2. A paracompact u-metric space with a scale (Xi) such that each Xi has a 
uniformly approaching anti-cover, but not a Lasitev space. 
Consider X = N v {p}, where p E pN -N. 
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